Your Colour Choice Is A Key To Character

Is A Key To Character

by CHAPMAN PITCHER

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE COLOUR? Think carefully, because your reply should reveal a great deal about your character, according to claims made in a scientific analysis of mino- psychology published recently. You may also be interested to learn that colour choice can be recorded as a subconscious bias and reveal hidden aspects of your personality.

Editor comments that the results of such studies can help others to read you better. Superstitions about colour have long been known to influence human decision making and buying habits. All these findings support the psychological idea that colour can hint at a person's underlying character.

Plan for Doctors

A plan for doctors is being developed which may allow them to diagnose certain diseases early, according to recent studies. These findings suggest that colour perception is affected by illness.

The liking for blue at age six is not recorded in the few studies published recently. Colour tests of 100 children showed that boys and girls did not react evenly to blue, red, and yellow. All the placid folk settled in the red-ht room.
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Don't Forget....

MARINE BALL ROOM
Spectacular Gala Fest July 11...

WESTERN DANCE, JAMBOREE, etc.

Tickets: 50c and $1.00

Sundries: 31 SUNDAY, JUNE II, 1950

RECENT ARRIVALS

CRAE

SHORT-SLEEVE

SPORT SHIRTS

- AUSTIN REED

COLLAR ATTACHED

SOFT FRONT

DRESS SHIRTS

- AL, C. B. RICE & CO.

OF BOLTON LANE
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